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THE CHALLENGE OF OLFACTORY IDEOPHONES:  
RECONSIDERING INEFFABILITY FROM THE TOTONAC-TEPEHUA PERSPECTIVE 
 
CAROLYN O’MEARA, SUSAN SMYTHE KUNG, AND ASIFA MAJID 
NATIONAL AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY OF MEXICO, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN, YORK 
UNIVERSITY 
 
Olfactory impressions are said to be ineffable, but little systematic exploration has been done to 
substantiate this. We explored olfactory language in Huehuetla Tepehua—a Totonac-Tepehua 
language spoken in Hidalgo, Mexico—which has a large inventory of ideophones, words with 
sound-symbolic properties used to describe perceptuomotor experiences. A multi-method study 
found Huehuetla Tepehua has 45 olfactory ideophones, illustrating intriguing sound-symbolic 
alternation patterns. Elaboration in the olfactory domain is not unique to this language; related 
Totonac-Tepehua languages also have impressive smell lexicons. Comparison across these 
languages shows olfactory and gustatory terms overlap in interesting ways, mirroring the 
physiology of smelling and tasting. However, while cognate taste terms are formally similar, 
olfactory terms are less so. We suggest the relative instability of smell vocabulary in comparison 
to taste likely results from the more varied olfactory experiences caused by the mutability of 
smells in different environments. 
 
[Keywords: Ideophones, Tepehua, Totonac, olfaction, depiction, comparative method] 
 
1. Introduction.1 It has long been said that olfaction is “ineffable”, that is, impossible to put 
into words (e.g., Henning 1916; Sperber 1975; Levinson & Majid 2014; Olofsson & Gottfried 
2015), but studies show some languages have elaborate lexicons for smell (e.g., Hombert 1992; 
van Beek 1992; Burenhult & Majid 2011; Tufvesson 2011; Storch 2013, 2014; Wnuk & Majid 
2014; O’Meara & Majid 2016). One of the first articles to illustrate a lexical field in the domain 
of olfaction did so for Sierra Totonac, a language spoken in Eastern Mexico (Aschmann 1946). 
This lexical domain was further elaborated in Aschmann’s dictionary of Sierra Totonac, which 
contains 23 different adjective entries under the Spanish infinitive oler ‘to smell’ (2000:137-
138). Aschmann’s (1946) paper was also intriguing in that he showed a special kind of linguistic 
coding of olfactory concepts that utilized sound-symbolic phonemic alternations to represent 
changes in odor qualities. This process of using sound-symbolic phonemic alternations to 
represent changes in meaning is exploited throughout the Totonac-Tepehua language family 
(McQuown 1990[1940]; Aschmann 1983; Bishop 1984; Levy 1987; Watters 1988; MacKay 
1999; Beck 2004; Kung 2007), and, as we will show, it is especially prevalent in the olfactory 
domain. Notably, sound-symbolic alternations are frequently found in ideophones in these 
languages (Kung 2005, 2006a, 2006b, 2007; Beck 2007, 2008; McFarland 2010).  
Ideophones—which have also been called “expressives”, “mimetics”, “sound-symbolic 
words”, “affect words”, among other terms—are words with sound-symbolic properties used to 
describe perceptuomotor experiences (Doke 1935; Kaufman 1988; Kulemeka 1995; Voeltz & 
Kilian-Hatz 2001; England 2004; Dingemanse 2012; Dingemanse et al. 2015). More specifically, 
Dingemanse (2011:25) has proposed the following definition: “marked words that depict sensory 
imagery.” For example, in Upper Necaxa Totonac kimkimkim is an ideophone used to indicate 
the way a firefly flashes repeatedly and tsanana the buzzing sound of insects (Beck 2008). It has 
been suggested that sensorial experiences in particular lead to iconic form-to-meaning mappings 
cross-linguistically (Perniss, Thompson & Vigliocco 2010). Such mappings involve perceived 
resemblance between the sign and the object, which can be observed in examples of vowel 
lengthening to indicate extent (e.g., a loooong time ago), or reduplication to indicate repetition or 
pluralization (e.g., in Tohono O’odham gogs ‘dog’ and gogogs ‘dogs’ (Hill & Zepeda 1992:386). 
However, ideophones show different degrees of iconicity, and in more recent studies they have 
been characterized by their depictive nature, and only secondarily as iconic (Dingemanse 2012).  
Doke (1935), in his book of Bantu terminology where he established the classic definition 
of the term ideophone, specifically mentions smell as one of the qualities that ideophones are 
likely to indicate. This is surprising because smell is considered ineffable to this day. To dispel 
this prevailing view, the present paper presents a case study of olfactory terms, many of which 
are ideophones, and explores what Totonac-Tepehua languages have to tell us about ideophones 
and olfactory language more generally.  
Our case study focuses on Huehuetla Tepehua. At first glance Huehuetla Tepehua 
seemed compatible with claims of the “ineffability” of olfaction since initial exploration 
suggested scant vocabulary in this domain, but targeted elicitation using a multi-method 
approach revealed an elaborate lexical field of smell. We found Huehuetla Tepehua has more 
than 40 odor terms, some of which are ideophones. At the same time, although we uncover an 
extensive repertoire of odor terms in the language, including various ideophones, we find their 
semantic properties differ in interesting ways from other ideophones in Huehuetla Tepehua. 
Olfactory ideophones are not as transparent in their sensory profiles. The implications of this are 
far reaching: theories of ideophones (e.g., Dingemanse, 2011) need to be revised to include not 
only the distal modalities of vision and sight, but must also include in their purview the less-
described perceptual modalities.  
Finally, by comparing related olfactory terms across Totonac-Tepehua languages we take 
a comparative-historical perspective and show that olfactory terms have longevity, as evidenced 
by the large number of cognates. This finding proves problematic for claims of ineffability in the 
olfactory domain and its presumed ephemerality, and raises questions regarding the durability of 
ideophones (Lanham 1960, as cited in Childs 1994). Interestingly, although forms remain stable, 
meanings appear more malleable, suggesting olfactory semantics change to reflect local 
ecologies more than terms from other perceptual domains. 
 
1.1. The ineffability of smell reconsidered. Olfaction has generally been considered 
“ineffable”, a domain that is not linguistically coded (Levinson & Majid 2014), and cross-
linguistically “rara” (Plank & Filimonova 2000). Psychological studies have shown that people 
struggle to name odors under controlled experimental situations. When given the smell of 
cinnamon in one study, for example, English speakers said it smelled: bayberry, candy, Red Hot, 
smoky, spicy, sweet, edible, wine, potpourri, as well as of cinnamon (Majid & Burenhult 
2014:270). In fact, of the ten people asked, nine different descriptions were given. Additionally, 
when reading odor-related words olfactory representations are not accessed in the same way that, 
for example, auditory representations are accessed from sound-related words (Speed & Majid 
2018), and some neuroscientists conclude accordingly that olfactory and language areas are not 
well connected (Olofsson & Gottfried 2015).  
At the same time, there is accumulating evidence that languages can have elaborated 
smell lexicons (e.g., Hombert 1992; van Beek 1992; Blench & Longtau 1995; Storch & Vossen 
2006; Lee 2014; Majid & Burenhult 2014; Wnuk & Majid 2014; Majid 2015; O’Meara & Majid 
2016; Majid & Kruspe 2018). This increasing interest in the topic means that field linguists are 
turning to their own records to discover whether the language they study is hiding its olfactory 
potential under a bushel. Sometimes such perusals return little of interest. However, we show in 
our case study here that specific elicitation methods can uncover hidden gems that challenge the 
long-held notion of ineffability in olfaction.  
When it comes to eliciting sensory language, auditory, visual and tactile experiences are 
easier to enact and, as such, elicit (Ratliff 1992; Voeltz & Kilian-Hatz 2001; Tufvesson 2007). 
However, olfactory and gustatory experiences typically have not been targeted in this way as a 
part of the standard battery of language description tasks (see, however, Majid 2007, Majid et al., 
in press). Using “Sniffin’ Sticks” as an elicitation method (see §2.2 below), we revisited the 
lexicon of sensory experiences in Huehuetla Tepehua with a specific focus on olfactory 
language. This lexical domain in Huehuetla Tepehua contains many ideophones, whose 
morphophonological markedness and semantic specificity provide additional complexity for 
linguists seeking elicitation methods to document language (e.g., Samarin 1967; Mithun 1982; 
Blench 2010. 
 
1.2. Semantics of ideophones and the challenge from olfaction. The fact that some 
languages have attested olfactory lexicons while others do not raises the broader question of 
what sorts of linguistic strategies are available for referring to odors cross-linguistically. One 
common strategy for naming odors is to use nouns (or derived adjectives like lemony or 
chocolatey) that refer to a specific source (e.g., it smells like banana, rose, tar, etc.). This appears 
to be the default mode for Standard Average European languages. Another strategy is the use of 
verbs. This is attested in the Aslian languages of the Malay Peninsula, for example, where 
elaborate lexical fields for smell are predominantly expressed as stative verbs (e.g., Burenhult & 
Majid 2011; Majid & Burenhult 2014; Wnuk & Majid 2014). In these languages, the smell 
vocabulary is said to be “basic” (cf. Berlin & Kay 1969) since the terms referring to abstract odor 
qualities are not related to any specific odor source (Burenhult & Majid 2011). In the African 
context, a number of studies suggest smell terminology is “ideophone-like”. However, the 
morpho-syntactic properties of smell terms in these languages do not fit into the attested word 
classes, and they have been argued to be a distinct class of their own (Blench & Longtau 1995; 
Storch 2004; Blench 2010).  
In this context it is particularly interesting to consider olfactory ideophones in more 
detail. Studies of ideophones have paid less attention to the semantics and use of such terms in 
naturally occurring speech, focusing instead on their structural properties (Dingemanse 2012; 
although see Childs 1994; Chapman 1996; Smoll 2015; Henderson 2016; Lee 2017). The marked 
behavior of ideophones morphologically and phonologically, in addition to their rich referential 
qualities, has posed considerable problems for lexicographers (Beck 2008). Observations of 
ideophone semantics tend to express generalizations, such as: ideophones convey rich and 
specific meanings concisely (see, for example, Samarin 1967; Beck 2008; Dingemanse 2011, 
2012). Dingemanse (2011:228) has linked the semantic specificity of ideophones to the fact that 
they are depictive of sensory imagery. Depiction in ideophones has been described as “a 
performance, inviting us to “look” in such a way that we make believe we are actually 
experiencing the scene depicted” (Dingemanse 2012:655, quotation marks in original). Similarly, 
ideophones in Pastaza Quichua have been described as differing from other adverbs in the 
language in that they involve performative simulation (Nuckolls 2010). With depiction—as 
opposed to description—people “mainly rely on their visual, auditory, tactile, and proprioceptive 
knowledge of physical scenes and on their ability to use one scene in imagining another” (Clark 
2016:324). For instance, one type of depiction could be someone saying “this long” while 
gesturing with their hands to indicate the exact length: the co-speech gesture, then, depicts 
length.  
It is presently not clear whether the semantics of olfactory ideophones more closely 
resemble those found in nouns or verbs, or if they express a different meaning complex 
altogether (i.e., whether they are “depictive”). There are only a handful of previous studies 
describing high levels of semantic elaboration in the olfactory domain by means of ideophones. 
In Semai, an Aslian language spoken in Malaysia, 15 of its 25 smell terms adhere to language-
specific ideophone templates. The basic template appears to encode a particular type of odor 
quality, while vowel alternations modify the odor intensity or quality (Tufvesson 2011; see also 
Svantesson 2017 on Kammu). This semantic model appears to have wider applicability, as we 
will show here in the context of olfactory terms in Huehuetla Tepehua §2, as well as Totonac 
(cf., Aschmann 1946, 2000; Enríquez Andrade 2004, 2010; Santiago Francisco 2009), which we 
come back to in more detail in §3. Given the claimed limitations of encoding olfaction, 
characterizing olfactory language in more detail is important to a future typology of olfactory 
terms, as well as to the understanding of ideophone semantics more generally. 
 
1.3. Further insights on olfactory terminology from a comparative perspective. If 
olfactory language is poor, as is presumed, then we certainly would not expect it to have much 
longevity. This would seem to hold in particular for olfactory ideophones. Compared to non-
ideophonic words, ideophones have been said to be replaced at a faster rate (Lanham 1960, as 
cited in Childs 1994): speakers can employ language-specific means to easily coin new 
ideophones; and these, in turn, are effortlessly understood by hearers, given the systematic ways 
sounds are mapped to meanings within this word class. This adaptability and fluidity suggests 
there would be fast turnover of ideophones, and as such less stability in cognate terms across 
related languages. However, very few studies have attempted to examine cognate ideophone 
forms across related languages, although Blench (2010:274) indicates that ideophones tend not to 
be lexically cognates. Here we present one of the first comparative studies of meanings 
expressed by ideophones by exploring the olfactory and gustatory domains within languages 
from the Totonac-Tepehua language family, which contain many ideophones.  
 We show terms of olfaction and gustation occasionally overlap in interesting ways, 
mirroring the physiology of smelling and tasting. Nevertheless, it is possible to delimit these 
domains. When we do so, we see cognate taste terms are formally relatively similar across these 
languages, but this is less so for olfactory lexemes. The instability of olfactory terms across 
languages could have its roots in the pan-human “weak link” between olfaction and language (cf. 
Rivlin & Gravelle 1984; Olofsson & Gottfried 2015). We propose, instead, that the relative 
stability of taste terms and concomitant variation in olfactory terms is actually the result of the 
uniformity of taste vs. olfactory experiences caused by the mutability of smells in different 
environments. 
 Before turning to the comparative historical data in §3, we first focus in detail on one 
language in particular, Hueuelta Tepehua. In §2, we demonstrate that Huehuelta Tepehua has a 
rich repertoire of olfactory terms, many of which are ideophones, by presenting novel data 
elicited using sensory materials. To provide the necessary backdrop, we begin by presenting 
some general information about Huehuetla Tepehua, and the basic characteristics of ideophones 
in this language (§2.1). We then describe a method for eliciting olfactory ideophones in the field 
(§2.2), and explore the meaning of olfactory terms, in particular their intriguing sound-symbolic 
alternation patterns and what they might indicate about olfactory semantics in general (§2.3). 
 
2. Odor terms in Huehuetla Tepehua. Huehuetla Tepehua (ISO code: tee) is spoken in the 
state of Hidalgo, located in the Eastern Sierra Madre Mountains in the Central Gulf Coast region 
of Mexico. The town of Huehuetla is the seat of the municipality of the same name. Huehuetla 
Tepehua is part of the Totonac-Tepehua language family that Campbell, Kaufman, and Smith-
Stark (1986) describe as an isolate family in Mesoamerica, but that Brown et al. (2011) classify 
as belonging to the Totozoquean language family, which includes the Mixe-Zoquean language 
family as well. Census data (INEGI 2005) reports a total of 1,794 speakers of Huehuetla 
Tepehua. Similarly, Kung (2007) reports fewer than 1,500 speakers of this variety, which she has 
described as a moribund language no longer actively transmitted to children, and with almost no 
monolingual speakers left. Spanish, the dominant language of Mexico, is quickly taking over in 
the town of Huehuetla as the preferred language of daily communication.  
Huehuetla Tepehua is a polysynthetic head-marking language with complex verbal 
morphology where verbal inflection is marked by both prefixes and suffixes (Kung 2007:23). 
The constituent order is pragmatically determined, but there is a tendency toward VSO word 
order when there are no contextual clues to indicate preferred participant roles (such as animacy, 
cultural relevance, etc.), and SVO when there are (Kung 2007:ix). In addition to verbs and 
nouns, Huehuetla Tepehua also has classes of adjectives and adverbs, some of which manifest 
themselves as full words, and others as particles (Kung 2007:24).  
 
2.1. Ideophones and sound symbolism in Huehuetla Tepehua. Ideophones in Huehuetla 
Tepehua are a subclass of manner adverbs, which include both ideophonic and non-ideophonic 
forms (Kung 2005, 2007). Adverbs are distinguished from nouns, verbs, and adjectives in that 
they are never inflected, they always precede the verb, and they frequently occur with light 
verbs. In addition, ideophones show marked behavior when it comes to stress and vowel 
devoicing. Our focus is olfactory terms, but Kung (2005, 2006a, 2006b) also describes the types 
of sounds, actions, and sensations that are encoded in Huehuetla Tepehua ideophones. We first 
provide information regarding the relevant characteristics of ideophones in Huehuetla Tepehua 
to illustrate how they differ from non-ideophonic words.  
 In order to understand how ideophones compare to the rest of the lexicon, we start by 
presenting some basic phonological facts (see Tables 1 and 2). Huehuetla Tepehua has a total of 
20 native consonants, with two additional consonants found only in ideophones (/r/, /ɾ/), and 
three consonants found in Spanish loanwords (/b/, /d/, /g/) or in allophonic distribution to their 
voiceless counterparts (Kung 2007:30). Note that all stops and affricates have both plain and 
glottalized versions, and that the plain and glottalized uvular stops have recently merged with the 
glottal stop (Smythe 2003, Kung 2007). 
TABLE 1 
CONSONANT INVENTORY OF HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA (KUNG 2007:30) 
TABLE 1 HERE 
Huehuetla Tepehua has a five-vowel system (Table 2). Tepehua vowels pattern like the rest of 
the language family in that vowel length is contrastive; however, unlike the Totonac branch of 
the family, vowel laryngealization is not contrastive in Tepehua.  
 
TABLE 2 
VOWEL INVENTORY OF HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA (KUNG 2007:32) 
TABLE 2 HERE 
While Proto-Totonac-Tepehua had a three-vowel inventory that excluded the mid vowels (Arana 
1953; Brown et al. 2011), Huehuetla Tepehua currently has a five-vowel inventory in all areas of 
the lexicon including native Tepehua words (e.g., maːʃteːwan ‘brown tadpole’, popaʔ ‘man’), as 
well as ideophones (e.g., seːnik ‘sound of a tree falling’, ɬtÕoː ‘jumping motion’), and loanwords 
(e.g., teːnsuːn ‘goat’ from Nahuatl tentzontli ‘goat’, koneːhuː ‘rabbit’ from Spanish conejo). The 
phonemes /e(ː)/ and /o(ː)/ in many of the modern native Tepehua words were historically 
allophones of /i(ː)/ and /u(ː)/, whose lowering was conditioned by proximity to the historic 
uvular stop; some examples include ʃʔoj (>*ʃquj) ‘leaf’, t͡soʔot (>*t͡suqut) ‘knee’, poʔʃ (>*puqʃ) 
‘dust’, ʃʔen (>*ʃqin) ‘fly (n.)’, ʔeʃ (>*qiʃ) ‘rock fence’, siːleʔ (>*siːliq) ‘cricket’. Minimal pairs 
that do not involve semantically related lexemes (such as pututu ‘ball’ and pototo ‘really big 
ball’) are hard to find, but they do exist (e.g., ʔuːn ÔwindÕ and ʔoːn ‘fat’), evidence that Huehuetla 
Tepehua now has a five-vowel system. 
 Stress in Huehuetla Tepehua manifests in two ways: lengthening of the stressed vowel 
and increased intensity on the stressed syllable (Smythe 2000). Huehuetla Tepehua exhibits a 
highly unusual and complex stress assignment pattern in non-ideophonic and non-loan words, 
and we present only the briefest overview here in order to establish how the stress pattern for 
ideophones differs. In non-ideophonic native Huehuetla Tepehua lexemes, including non-
ideophonic adverbs, stress is assigned right-to-left. Primary stress falls on the final syllable of the 
word if it ends in the sonorant obstruent /n/ or a glide (h, ʔ, w, j) (examples in (1)); otherwise it 
falls on the penult (examples in (2)). Secondary stress is assigned to alternate syllables starting 
with the primary stress bearing syllable and moving from right-to-left (Kung 2007:105-106). 
Note, although /m/ and /l/ are also sonorant obstruents in Huehuetla Tepehua, separate 
phonological processes prevent these two phonemes from occurring in word-final position. 
 
(1) Ultimate primary stress 
a. pÕuɬ.ˈnan ÔfirstÕ 
b. ʔaː.ˈliʔ ÔmoreÕ 
c. t͡ʃa.ˈwaj ÔnowÕ 
d. t͡ʃoː.ˈlew Ômulti-coloredÕ 
e. ˌtun.ka.ˈhun ÔdailyÕ 
f. la.ˌʔa.t͡ʃa.ˈʔan ÔtownÕ 
 
(2) Penultimate primary stress 
a. ˈʔak.sniː ÔwhenÕ 
b. ˈt͡ʃu.ʔut ÔsalivaÕ 
c. la.ˈʔa.siː ÔfirstÕ 
d. ʃna.ˈpa.pḁ ÔwhiteÕ 
e. maː.ˈtuː.pik ÔbutterflyÕ 
f. ˌt͡ʃÕa.ʔa.ˈwaʃ.tÕi ̥ ÔTotonac (person)Õ 
 
All examples in (1) demonstrate that stress falls on the final syllable when the word ends in the 
sonorant obstruent /n/ or a glide; (1e) and (1f) further show the alternate syllable placement of 
secondary stress. In (2), the examples show that when the word ends in any other sound, the 
penultimate syllable bears primary stress; (2f) demonstrates the secondary stress on alternate 
syllables. 
Ideophones behave differently from other word types in that stress is assigned left-to-
right with primary stress always falling on the first syllable of the word and secondary stress on 
all subsequent syllables (Kung 2007:122 [147]); see (3). 
 
(3) Stress in ideophones 
a. ˈʔu.ˌli  Ôdelicious smell, smell of flowersÕ 
b.  ˈʔu.ˌli.ˌli Ôdelicious smellÕ 
c. ˈka.ˌni  Ôdelicious or beautiful odorÕ 
d. ˈka.ˌni.ˌni Ôdelicious or beautiful odorÕ 
e. ˈsʔa.ˌhaʔ Ôbitter smellÕ 
 
Examples (3a) and (3c) both bear primary stress on the penult and have a final syllable that ends 
in a short vowel. While these words appear to follow the primary stress rule for non-ideophones, 
the examples in (3b), (3d), and (3e), do not follow the primary stress rule for non-ideophones 
since primary stress does not fall on the penult in (3b) or (3d) or on the final syllable ending in a 
glide in (3e). These ideophones also differ from non-ideophones in their assignment of secondary 
stress to every subsequent syllable from left-to-right. Since stress manifests as vowel lengthening 
in Huehuetla Tepehua, this means that short vowels in ideophones do not sound short. 
Ideophones differ phonologically from other native vocabulary in another way: while 
word-final short vowels are obligatorily devoiced or even optionally deleted in non-ideophones 
when they occur in isolation (Kung 2007:124-126), as seen in (4a) and (4b), respectively, they 
are always voiced and never deleted from ideophones in isolation (Kung 2007:437), shown in 
(4c) and (4d).2  
 
(4)  Short vowel devoicing and optional deletion in non-ideophones 
 a.  ʃaː–nati ̥ ÔIPOS-motherÕ 
 b.  ʃaː–nat ÔIPOS-motherÕ 
 No short vowel devoicing in ideophones 
 c. skÕuli  Ôa beautiful odor (floral or citrus)Õ 
 d. kiʃiʃi  Ôhissing sound of a snakeÕ 
 
Word-final short vowels also weaken phrase-finally in non-ideophones, as in (5). 
 
(5) Non-ideophone 
 a. Phrase-final position, short vowel devoicing 
  hiː kiːnati ̥
  hiː kiː–nati 
  VOC 1POS–mother 
  ÔMother!Õ  (Kung 2007:125, ex. 105) 
 b. Phrase-internal position, no short vowel devoicing 
 huː nati ʃʔoːj 
 ART mother dog 
 Ôfemale dogÕ  (Kung 2007:125, ex.106b)  
 
In (5a), kiː-nati ̥‘my mother’ occurs at the end of the vocative phrase, and the word-final short 
vowel is devoiced. Compare this to (5b) in which nati occurs phrase-internally, and the word-
final short vowel is voiced.  
 Ideophones in Huehuetla Tepehua belong to the adverbial word class; specifically, they 
are a type of manner adverb. Like all adverbs in this language, ideophones precede the verbs they 
modify, and they are never inflected. By virtue of their status as adverbs, ideophones never occur 
in a phrase-final position, which is the very position in which non-ideophonic lexemes undergo 
the process of final-short vowel devoicing described above. However, ideophones frequently 
occur in isolation, for example, during elicitation or in response to a question. Such examples are 
seen in (6), where the word-final short vowels are not devoiced phrase-finally. 
 
(6) a.  waː meʔe 
  FOC ID 
ÔIt smells of beef cooking.Õ (Kung & OÕMeara 2014:36) 
 b. naː kanini 
  EMP ID 
  ÔIt smells good, savory.Õ (Kung & OÕMeara 2014:50) 
 
Ideophones, like other manner adverbs, may be repeated; however, ideophones differ in that they 
are the only class of words in Huehuetla Tepehua that undergo reduplication, the semantics of 
which are discussed in more detail in §2.3. Non-ideophonic adverbial words and phrases may be 
repeated for emphasis (Kung 2007:437-8), as seen in (7). 
 
(7) Reduplication in non-ideophones 
a. t͡ʃawaj t͡ʃawaj kÕanantḁ 
 t͡ʃawaj t͡ʃawaj k–ʔan–an–ta 
 now now 1SUB–go–?–PF 
  ÔIÕm going now, now.Õ 
b. naː ʔoʃ naː ʔoʃ kiʃkanij 
 [naː ʔoʃ] [naː ʔoʃ] kin–ʃka–ni-j 
 EMP good EMP good 1OBJ–hurt-DAT–IMPFV 
  ÔI hurt very, very badly.Õ (Kung 2007:438) 
 
 Both repetition and reduplication are especially salient in Huehuetla Tepehua ideophones, 
which undergo not only the complete repetition seen above in (7), but also partial and iterative 
reduplication as well. Complete repetition in ideophones can be linked to the number of times a 
discrete action or event takes place. An ideophone pronounced one time without repetition can 
mean the sound, action or sensation referred to occurred once, as in (8a), but if the word is 
repeated, then multiplicity is indicated, as in (8b). 
 
(8) a. laʔa makatÕahawɬ huː kimpiːʃtuʔ 
  laʔa makatÕahunÐli huː kin–piːʃtuʔ 
! ID sound–PFV ART 1POS–neck 
‘My neck popped once.’ 
 
b. laʔa laʔa makatÕahawɬ huː kimpiːʃtuʔ 
  laʔa laʔa makatÕahunÐli huː kin–piːʃtuʔ 
! ID ID sound–PFV ART 1POS–neck 
‘My neck popped several times.’ 
[laʔa ‘popping noise’] (Kung 2007:439) 
 
In reduplication, the final syllable may be reduplicated to indicate the sound, action or sensation 
is long, continuous or enduring. The examples in (9) show what Kung 2007 calls partial 
reduplication (9b) and iterative reduplication (9c).  
 
(9) a. kani ‘delicious or beautiful odor’ 
 b. kanini ‘strong or enduring delicious or beautiful odor’ 
 c. kaninini ‘especially strong or enduring delicious or beautiful odor’ 
 
In (9b) and (9c), iterative reduplications of the final syllable are used iconically to indicate an 
even longer lasting or enduring sound, action, or sensation (cf. Dingemanse et al. 2015). 
Huehuetla Tepehua has several morphological frames that allow a verb stem to be 
derived from an ideophone. One such frame is illustrated in (10) with the olfactory ideophone 
pÕuks, which is used to describe strong, stinky odors.  
 
(10) a. pÕuks pÕuks ʔakamin huː ɬiːwaj 
  pÕuks pÕuks ʔakamin huː ɬiːwaj 
ID ID smell  ART meat 
‘The meat stinks.’ 
[p’uks ‘a strong and stinky odor’ (e.g., smell of rotten meat)] 
 
b. ʔapÕuksnun huː makʃtaɬ 
ʔa–pÕuks–nVn huː makʃtaɬ 
 PL.INO–ID–INO:IMPFV ART garbage 
‘The garbage stinks.’ (Kung 2007:443) 
 
In (10a) the reduplicated ideophone modifies the verb ʔakamin, the general smell verb. However, 
in (10b) the ideophone is affixed with the indefinite object prefix and suffix, which results in the 
derivation of an intransitive verb stem whose meaning is based on that of the ideophone. There 
are a total of five morphological frames where an ideophone can serve as the root of a derived 
verb (see Kung 2007:441-446). 
Finally, Huehuetla Tepehua ideophones are subject to a process of systematic sound-
symbolic phonemic alternations in which a templatic alternation between phonemes results in a 
slight change in meaning. Pairs of related ideophones, adapted from Smythe 2003 (ex. 26, p. 13), 
are shown in (11). 
 
(11) a. kakʃ  ‘sound of a branch breaking’ ~ 
  kaks ‘sound of a twig snapping’ 
 b. pÕiɬiɬi ‘sound of light rain, sprinkling’ ~ 
  pÕisisi ‘sound of even lighter rain, sprinkling’ 
 c. t͡ʃÕeʔ ‘sound of a bird, chirp, tweet’ ~ 
  t͡ʃÕik ‘sound of a mouse, squeak’ 
 
Phoneme alternations include palato-alveolar fronting/backing [ʃ ~ s] (11a), alveolar 
(de)lateralization [ɬ ~ s] (11b), and mid-vowel raising/lowering [e ~ i] (11c) (see also Table 3). 
These systematic sound-symbolic phonemic alternations are not limited to the class of 
ideophones, but rather occur in all word classes of the language and play a role in four other 
areas of the lexicon: diminutive/augmentative, affectionate speech register, lexical sets, and 
phonemic alternations in body-part prefixes (Kung 2007:146-147).  
The parts of the lexicon where sound-symbolic phonemic alternations play a role are 
similar to what Klamer (2002) has described as the different classes of items that involve 
expressive semantics. In Huehuetla Tepehua, three different consonant sets and one vowel set 
play a critical sound-symbolic role in form-to-meaning mappings. Table 3 below shows that 
consonant fronting and vowel raising are linked to a diminutive meaning and affectionate speech 
register, whereas consonant backing and vowel lowering are linked to augmentative 
interpretations. Similar associations have been reported in other languages (e.g., Sapir 1911 for 
Wishram; Nichols 1971 for Western North American languages; Ultan 1978; Haynie, Bowern & 
LaPalombara 2014 for Australian languages).  
 
TABLE 3 
HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA PHONEMIC ALTERNATIONS 
INSERT TABLE 3 
Examples of the diminutive/augmentative contrast are given in (12); bold font is used to indicate 
the alternating phonemes.  
 
(12) Diminutive/augmentative contrast in non-ideophones 
 a.  ɬoʔoʔo ‘hollow thing’ ~  
  sukuku ‘small, hollow thing’ 
 b. ɬputut ‘round thing’ ~  
  sputut ‘small, round thing’ ~  
  potot ‘large, round thing’ 
 c.  kiɬ ‘mouth’ ~  
  ʔeɬ ‘big mouth’ 
  (Kung 2007:148) 
 
In (12a) the alternations are [ɬ ~ s], [o ~ u] and [ʔ ~ k]; in (12b) [ɬ ~ s], [o ~ u]; and in (12c) [ʔ ~ 
k] and [i ~ e]. These examples demonstrate that the phonemic alternations shown in Table 3 are 
productive, in that they are commonly used and may be applied to any word; however, some 
alternating pairs have become lexicalized, as in (13). The semantic characteristics described for 
productive phonemic alternations are not necessarily transparent in such lexicalized pairs.  
 
(13) a. ʔaloʔot ‘horn’, ‘antler’ ~  
  ʔalukut ‘bone’ 
b. ʃaqʃ ‘fig tree’ ~  
 saqs ‘candy’ 
c.  t͡ʃÕaʔaʔij ‘he breaks it’ ~  
 t͡sÕakÕaʔij ‘he bites it’ 
  (Kung 2007:153-5) 
 
 Prior to the field trip described below, our preliminary search of the Author 2’s 
Huehuetla Tepehua lexical database (described in §2.2) produced only six smell terms, all of 
which patterned like ideophones, so we hoped to elicit further odor terms through targeted 
elicitation. We did not, however, expect to find previously unattested sound-symbolic phonemic 
alternations in the data; but, in fact, we found two patterns of phonemic alternations that neither 
Kung (2005, 2006a, 2006b, 2007), nor Herzog (1987) had previously described for this language.  
 In the first pattern, the low vowel /a/ participates in sound-symbolic alternations, as seen 
in (14). Note that the forms in (b) are reduplicated forms of those in (a).  
 
(14) a. ɬkak ‘spicy odor and taste’ ~  
  ɬkuk ‘odor of lime (calcium hydroxide, cal)’ 
 b. ɬkakak ‘odor or flavor so spicy/strong that it will make one sneeze’ ~  
ɬkukuk ‘odor of peppermint’ 
c.  sʔah ‘rancid, sour odor’ ~  
 sʔeh ‘delicious odor’ 
 
In the examples in (14a) and (14b), /a/ alternates with /u/ resulting in a subtle meaning change, 
while in (14c), /a/ alternates with /e/, producing a drastic change. Both patterns conform to the 
pattern of vowel raising and lowering shown in Table 3. It appears that these types of phonemic 
alternations are akin to what Tufvesson (2011) has described for sensory perception ideophones 
in Semai—that is, systematic vowel alternations lead to meaning change in formally similar 
words.  
In the second previously undescribed alternation, the alveolar fricative /s/ alternates with 
the alveolar affricate /t͡sÕ/, shown below in (15), where there is only a slight change in meaning.  
 
(15) saw ‘very disagreeable odor (e.g., dead animal, smelly dog)’ ~  
t ͡sÕaw ‘smell of excrement, odor stronger than saw’ 
 
This pattern of (de-)affricatization is unlike any that has previously been described for this 
language. It is unusual for a glottalized affricate to alternate with a fricative in this language 
family, and we have no explanation for this anomaly. The two words in this alternating pair were 
produced by different speakers at different times, and the formal and semantic similarities were 
uncovered later when we analyzed the data. Because both form and meaning are so similar, we 
include this example. 
 Though these two patterns have not been described previously, on revisiting the matter 
we found more ideophonic examples in Author 2’s lexical database. Additional examples of 
vowel lowering/raising that involve the low vowel /a/ are shown in (16). The process of vowel 
lowering and raising is readily applied to the high and mid vowels; however, in these examples 
the process has extended to include the low vowel /a/ as well. 
 
(16) a.  /e/ ~ /a/ 
slewak ‘action of cutting something into strips with a machete’ ~ 
slawaʔ ‘action of slipping on a wet surface’ 
 b. /u/ ~ /a/ 
slum ‘the way a lizard looks when it moves (its legs move so fast it looks like  
 it is gliding)’ ~ 
slam ‘the way a flashing light looks’ 
 c. /u/ ~ /a/ 
 ɬkuluk ‘action/sound of walking with a limp’ ~ 
ɬkalak ‘action/sound of galloping or running’ 
 d. /u/ ~ /a/ 
 ɬkululu ‘the way lice move’ ~ 
ɬkalala ‘the way a critter with pincers moves with its pincers opened’ 
 
Though no other examples of the (de-)affricatization involving the glottalized /t͡sÕ/ were found, 
we did find examples in which /s/ alternates with the plain /t͡s/, as in (17).  
 
(17) a. sam ‘sound of a small pop or splash’ ~ 
t ͡sam ‘sound of biting into something tender’ 
 b.  sas ‘sound of glasses clinking (e.g., a toast)’ ~  
  t ͡sas ‘a loud shout’ 
 
To summarize, ideophones in Huehuetla Tepehua show a number of characteristics that 
in combination distinguish them from other word classes in the language. Syntactically and 
morphologically they pattern with manner adverbs. Phonemic alternation and reduplication allow 
for new word forms to describe sensory experiences (and motion events; not in focus here). It 
can be difficult to determine the underlying roots of ideophones because there is much variation 
in patterns of reduplication and sound-symbolic alternations. The individualized, ideolectal 
nature of this class of words means they are ideal for conveying personal, particular sensory 
experiences in a cogent manner. At the same time, there are regular form-to-meaning mappings 
expressing size (augmentative/diminutive) and speech register (affective speech). Since smell 
terminology is so little explored, it behoves us to look more closely at how these processes 
operate in the olfactory domain. 
 2.2. Eliciting odor terms in Huehuetla Tepehua. Tepehua has been documented in-depth by 
Kung, and so we began by searching for odor terms in her Huehuetla Tepehua lexical database. 
The database is an unpublished Toolbox database (filename tpwlex.db) that Kung started in 
Shoebox in 1999. She added to this database continuously from 1999 through 2008, and again 
for the month of November 2011. This database was static from December 2011 until August 
2014 when the fieldwork reported here was carried out and was only modified as a result of this 
fieldtrip. It consists of some 6,150 lexemes which stem from translation elicitation, including 
ideophone-specific elicitation that targeted the visual and auditory domains, as well as 
conversation and natural monologue texts. The database includes 528 ideophones, of which 213 
were ideophones of sound, 124 action, 104 calls (including animal calls, cries, songs, ways to 
call animals), and 21 for sensation. However, prior to the study carried out in August 2014 and 
described here, only 6 were specific to olfaction. From this, one could conclude that olfaction is 
not very salient to this community and leave it at that. However, given the previous reports of 
olfactory terminology in these languages (Aschmann 1946; Santiago Francisco 2009; Enríquez 
Andrade 2010; McFarland 2010), as well as the fact that we found some olfactory ideophones in 
Huehuetla Tepehua, this conclusion seemed premature.3 So we turned to a different method to 
elicit potential odor vocabulary.  
We presented 20 native speakers of Huehuetla Tepehua with 18 different odors, using 
“Sniffin’ Sticks” (Hummel et al. 1997). These are marker pens containing an odorant instead of 
ink. Participants smell the odor by removing the marker cap and sniffing the tip of the pen. The 
Sniffin’ Sticks contained odors that correspond to the following “odor objects”: apple, banana, 
clove, eucalyptus, garlic, lavender, leather, lemon, lilac, mushroom, pineapple, peppermint, rose, 
sesame, smoked meat, soy sauce, turpentine, and vinegar. The sticks were presented one at a 
time in a fixed random order. We waited at least 30 seconds between presenting speakers with 
different odors to avoid olfactory fatigue. Participants smelled each stick for as long as they 
wanted. They were then asked in Tepehua “How does it smell?” (Taas ʔakamin?). We recorded 
the responses with an audio-recorder and with pencil and paper. Before working with speakers, 
they were informed about the protocol, and consent was obtained. Upon completing the task, we 
debriefed speakers regarding the experiment and asked if they could think of any other smells 
not included in the task. We also asked follow-up questions regarding terms not previously 
documented. 
Working with real odorants in the form of Sniffin’ Sticks was successful in eliciting a 
rich set of olfactory terms not previously attested, many of which show ideophonic properties. 
This is noteworthy since the database of ideophones was of considerable size with 528 terms 
overall. After this elicitation study, the database went from having merely 6 olfactory terms—all 
ideophones—to 45 total forms, including ideophones. This suggests that the current cross-
linguistic paucity of documented olfactory language cannot be trusted. 
Of the terms that were elicited, some refer to tastes as well as odors. This likely reflects 
the physiological conflation of these senses. Chemosensory researchers distinguish between 
“taste” proper (i.e., sweet, sour, bitter, salty, umami), and “flavor” which combines taste and 
texture with olfaction to produce the sensation we experience in the mouth (Smith 2012). The 
olfactory system is triggered both by sniffing (“orthonasal olfaction”), and when an object enters 
the mouth: molecules travel to the olfactory system through the back of the oral cavity 
(“retronasal olfaction”). It is, therefore, perhaps expected to see a close connection between these 
senses (Shepherd 2006). For our purposes, the distinction between taste and flavor is not crucial 
and, as such, we will use the generic term “taste” to refer to the sensory experience in the mouth.  
In response to the odor naming task, speakers used olfactory terms 59% of the time (see 
Table 4). On the other hand, 36% of responses to the task involved a source-based term or 
expression to say that a Sniffin’ Stick smelled like VapoRub, for instance. Only one participant 
gave an evaluative response, indicating that a Sniffin’ Stick smelled “nice”. In the first part of the 
protocol, speakers simply named the odor or its source in response to smelling each Sniffin’ 
Stick; they were not asked any follow-up questions at this time. However, in the debriefing part 
of the protocol, speakers would name odors and describe them, and sometimes guess at the 
possible sources too, as shown in (18) where the speaker was guessing that a sweaty child could 
be the possible source of the odor named by sʔah, which directly precedes ʔakamin, the general 
smell verb ‘smell, give off an odor’. 
 
(18) naː waː sʔah ʔakamin huː ʃʔasʔatÕa 
naː waː sʔah ʔakamin huː ʃ–ʔasʔatÕa 
 very FOC ID smell  ART 3POS–child 
 ‘The child smells very sour (e.g., from sweat).’ 
 [sʔah ‘sour, sweaty smell’] (Kung & O’Meara 2014:8) 
 
Table 4 provides all olfactory terms elicited by the Sniffin’ Sticks and follow-up 
interviews. The semantic characterization of each term in Table 4 is gleaned from information 
obtained from consultants in the follow-up interviews. Shading, or lack thereof, in the table 
illustrates groups of terms (in no particular order) that are related by patterns of sound-symbolic 
phonemic alternation or reduplication. In general, these odor terms undergo the same processes 
of reduplication and phonemic alternations previously described for ideophones (Kung 2005, 
2006a, 2006b, 2007; see §2.1). In some cases, there is a single lexeme listed for a group. It is 
imminently plausible this is a place where related terms have yet to be documented, rather than 
definitive proof of exceptional behavior. 
 
TABLE 4 
HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA OLFACTORY TERMS4 
INSERT TABLE 4 
It has been claimed that ideophones express highly specific meanings (e.g., Dingemanse 
2011:228). Semantically specific words can be defined as words with more “bits of information” 
or “components of meaning”, and correspondingly they have smaller extensions (Lyons 
1968:454) because their greater number of meaning components means their reference is more 
restricted. The odor terms shown in Table 4 appear to be semantically specific in this sense, since 
utterances with these terms have a comparatively limited extension than utterances with the 
general smell verb 'akamin ‘smell, give off an odor’. It should be noted that while these terms are 
semantically specific, they do not refer to a particular odor source, similar to what has been 
described for olfactory predicates in the Aslian languages (Majid & Burenhult 2014; Wnuk & 
Majid 2014).  
Finally, previous studies of ideophone-rich languages have described ideophones as 
being challenging to elicit (e.g., Samarin 1967; Mithun 1982; Blench 2010). While we may not 
have elicited an exhaustive list of odor vocabulary in Huehuetla Tepehua, using odor stimuli as 
an elicitation tool, we obtained a large corpus of odor terms that had previously been 
undocumented. However, while the elicitation procedure used here was helpful in eliciting terms, 
it did not provide a complete picture for understanding the semantics of the terms it generated. 
To supplement, we conducted follow-up elicitation after the Sniffin’ Sticks task using both free-
listing and general elicitation, which gave us further insight into meaning distinctions of the 
terms used. While we acknowledge the limitations of our current data, combining these different 
methods of elicitation provided a more complete picture than using only one, or none at all, and 
provides a firm foundation for further investigation.  
 
2.3. Form-to-meaning mapping in Huehuetla Tepehua odor terms. Phonemic alternations 
in Huehuetla Tepehua words can be interpreted in different ways depending upon the specific 
lexical field under consideration. In the context of ideophones that refer to sensorial experiences, 
phonemic alternations can indicate a change in some aspect of the percept, including a change in 
the perceived intensity. A generalization emerges among perception ideophones where the same 
sounds associated with the augmentative (consonant backing and vowel lowering) shown in 
Table 3, can be interpreted to indicate a more intense sensation; whereas sounds associated with 
the diminutive (consonant fronting and vowel raising) can be interpreted as less intense. This is 
seen in (19) and (20), where consonant backing and vowel lowering, respectively, are linked to 
more intense perceptual experiences in the olfactory domain. 
 
(19)  /s/ ~ /ʃ/  
 suːn   ‘a bitter odor or taste’ ~ 
 ʃuːn, ʃoːn  ‘a bitter odor or taste stronger than suːn’ 
 
(20) /i/ ~ /e/ 
 ɬkih  ‘a delicious odor’ (e.g., coffee) ~ 
 ɬkeh  ‘an odor even more delicious than ɬkih’ 
 
However, while most odor terms align with this generalization, counterexamples are available, as 
in (21), where consonant backing is linked to a less intense perceptual experience, and (22), 
where it is impossible (for cultural outsiders) to determine if one smell is more intense than the 
other.  
 
(21)  /k/ ~ /q/ 
 ɬkak  ‘a spicy odor or taste’ ~ 
 ɬqaqa, ɬqaq   ‘a spicy odor or flavor, but not as strong as ɬkak’ 
 
(22) /k/ ~ /ʔ/ 
 skah  ‘a sour odor, like sweat or fermentation’ ~ 
 sʔah  ‘rancid, sour odor, like a person who does not bathe or  
rotten citrus fruit’ 
 
Nevertheless, it is unequivocally the case that sound-symbolic alternations in odor terms produce 
changes in meaning, as seen in the previous examples, and in (23).  
 
(23)  /u/ ~ /o/, /k/ ~ /ʔ/, /s/ ~ /ʃ/ 
 pÕoʔʃ  ‘odor of mildew, damp clothing, wet dog, rotten fruit’ ~ 
 pÕuks  ‘terrible smell like dirty diaper, rotten meat, dead animal' ~ 
 pÕukʃ  ‘smell of rotten wood’ 
 
Furthermore, we observed some phonemic alternations that lexicalize differing hedonic 
values or pleasantness between contrasting pairs, as in (24) and (25). In (24) there is both vowel 
lowering and consonant backing, whereas in (25) we see only consonant backing. 
 
(24) /u/~/o/ and /k/~/ʔ/ 
 mukuku ‘a pleasant odor’ (e.g., perfume) ~ 
 moʔoʔo ‘an unpleasant odor’ (e.g., spoiled food) 
 
(25) /s/ ~ /ʃ/  
 sʔeh  ‘a delicious odor’ (e.g., rich food being cooked) ~ 
 ʃʔeh  ‘a really bad odor’ (e.g., hair, bone, etc. burning) 
 Contrasts in hedonic values in ideophones have been observed in other languages, specifically in 
Ewe, a Kwa language of West Africa, where it is marked by a tonal contrast: lílílílílí ‘nice good 
sweet smell’ (high tone) vs. lìlìlìlì ‘very bad smell’ (Ameka 2001:30).  
In these Tepehua data, we also observed phonemic alternations that lexicalize only slight 
differences in hedonic values, such as the contrast pair found in (26).  
 
(26)  /s/~/ɬ/ and /k/~/ʔ/ 
 saʔsi  ‘a sweet smell or taste’ ~ 
 ɬakɬi  ‘a bittersweet smell or taste’ 
 
Yet another pattern emerges from many of the lexical sets: consonant fronting and vowel 
raising are generally linked to pleasant smells and consonant backing and vowel lowering are 
linked to unpleasant smells, summarized in Table 5. In comparing multiple West African 
languages, Westermann (1927:328; 1937:209-10) noted a very similar pattern in high vowels and 
“hard” consonants mapping on to meanings of pleasant smells and spicy intense tastes, whereas 
low, deep vowels and “soft” consonants map on to meanings of repulsive smells and insipid 
tastes. 
 
TABLE 5 
HEDONIC VALUE SHIFTS IN HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA EXPRESSED BY PHONEMIC ALTERNATIONS 
INSERT TABLE 5 
 According to some theories of olfaction, odors are primarily perceived according to their 
pleasantness (e.g., Khan et al. 2007; Yeshurun & Sobel 2010), and there appears to be a direct 
link between the molecular structure of an odorant and its perceived pleasantness (Keller et al. 
2017). The Huehuetla Tepehua data seem perplexing in this context. If an olfactory lexeme is 
picking out a specific odor quality, it is not clear how a “sound-symbolic” phonemic alternation 
can signal a completely different odor quality. We suggest the bridging context (cf. Wilkins 
1981) contributing to the interpretation of pleasant odor qualities could plausibly be through the 
affectionate speech register. Phonemic alternations that indicate affection come to specifically 
indicate positive odor; and the oppositional contrast leads to an interpretation of negative odor. 
While plausible, this account still leaves some puzzles. It is not clear how the specific formal 
contrast leads to the specific positive or negative odor quality meaning. For example, in (25) the 
phonemic alternation from sʔeh to ʃʔeh changes the meaning from ‘a delicious odor (e.g., rich 
food being cooked)’ to ‘a really bad odor (e.g., hair, bone, etc. burning)’. We might expect the 
contrast to be more transparent between a pleasant and an unpleasant odor, but we find a more 
specific and idiosyncratic meaning opposition. Similarly, pÕuks ‘a terrible smell like dirty diaper, 
rotten meat’ contrasts with pÕukʃ ‘smell of rotten wood’; tÕoɬ ‘a sharp odor’ contrasts with tÕuɬ ‘a 
disgusting odor’. The specific interpretation is not always transparent. The question then 
becomes to what extent these alternations are arbitrary—a matter of language- and culture-
specific interpretation—or sound-symbolic, such that they reveal how forms map onto the 
olfactory system capturing universal notions of contrast. There simply is not sufficient data to 
adjudicate the matter presently; however, this would be a promising avenue to explore in the 
future, as it would shed new light onto sound-symbolism and olfaction.  
During the Sniffin’ Sticks protocol and follow-up elicitation, we also observed two 
patterns of reduplication that were previously described by Kung (2005, 2006a, 2006b, 2007)—
specifically, the patterns of partial reduplication, where the final syllable undergoes reduplication 
(27a), and iterative reduplication, where the final syllable is reduplicated iteratively (27b). 
 
(27) a. tat͡ʃ huː miːsiː kÕulili ʔakamin 
  tat͡ʃ huː miːsiː  kÕuli  ʔakamin 
  like ART pápalo  ID  smell 
  ‘It smells good like pápalo (an herb, Porophyllum coloratum).’ 
  [k'uli ‘good smell like a flower or perfume’] (Kung & O’Meara 2014:14) 
 
 b. waː kaninini ʔakamin huː puːm 
  waː kani ʔakamin naː ʔalaːʃuːʃ 
  FOC ID smell  ART  orange 
  ‘It smells really delicious, really orangey.’ 
  [kani ‘delicious smell’] (Kung & O’Meara 2014:45) 
 
Similarly, while reduplication, in general, can have an iterative meaning, in the sensorial domain 
it can be interpreted as an intensifier. So the reduplicated form in (28) indicates a more intense 
odor or taste than the unreduplicated form.  
 
(28) ɬkak  ‘spicy odor or taste’ ~ 
 ɬkakak  ‘even more spicy odor or taste than ɬkak’ 
 
Interestingly, repetition of the ideophone did not emerge during the Sniffin’ Sticks protocol or 
follow-up questions, nor did we specifically try to elicit it. This might be explained by the fact 
that total repetition is associated with iterativity in punctual events, which would not apply to 
odors since they behave more like states.5  
To summarize the general phonemic alternations in odor terms, we see that they are 
formally the same as the alternations found in other sensory domains. Reduplication is linked to 
subtle changes in the percept, particularly intensification of the sensorial experience. While 
phonemic alternations in ideophones are the same as those found in other arenas (i.e., 
affectionate speech, diminutive/augmentative), the changes in meaning appear more complex.  
 There are a final few remarks to be made about the semantics of odor terms in Tepehua. 
In his formative study, Aschmann (1946) grouped odor terms in Totonac formally on the basis of 
their shared basic smell roots, and he provided a semantic label for each group. For instance, 
odor terms beginning with pṵ were grouped as ‘bad smells’ (cf. Table 7 below). There were also 
‘vegetation and good smells’, ‘medicinal and aromatic smells’, ‘body and animal smells’, ‘sour 
smells’, and ‘smells that leave a taste in the mouth’. In Table 4 above, we also attempted to draw 
on the formal similarity of odor terms in Tepehua, but we found a “smell root” does not 
necessarily have a common meaning component, especially in cases where a phonemic 
alternation changes the hedonic value of the term (see examples (24) and (25) above). In such 
cases, it is not clear what the common meaning of the “smell root” would be, were an abstract 
form to be proposed. This also points to the fact that there is no direct relationship between the 
term’s form and the odor quality expressed by that term. Nevertheless, there are some 
generalizations that emerge if we consider all lexemes; certain categories of odors appear salient: 
fecal and/or rotten odors (e.g., saw Ôstinky odorÕ, t͡sÕaw Ôsmell of excrementÕ, tÕuɬ Ôdisgusting 
odorÕ, t͡ʃiːʃ Ôsmell of excrement or urineÕ, pÕoʔʃ Ômildew odorÕ, pÕuks Ôterrible odorÕ, pÕukʃ 
Ôsmell of rotten woodÕ, maːʃ Ôsmell of something gone badÕ, moʔoʔ Ôsmell of something 
that has gone badÕ, sʔah Ôrancid or sour odorÕ), aromatic or perfume-like odors (e.g., ʔuli 
Ôdelicious odorÕ, ʔulili Ôdelicious odorÕ, kÕuli Ôbeautiful odor like perfumeÕ, kÕulik Ôbeautiful 
odor like lavenderÕ, skÕuli Ôbeautiful odorÕ, kÕus Ôbeautiful odorÕ, miːs Ôsmell of an herb, 
badger, etc.Õ, ɬkÕih Ôdelicious odorÕ), edibility and deliciousness (e.g., saʔsi Ôsweet odorÕ, 
ɬakɬ(i) Ôbittersweet odorÕ, sʔeh Ôdelicious odorÕ, ɬkih Ôdelicious, savory odorÕ, ɬkeh Ôvery 
delicious odorÕ, ɬkÕih Ôdelicious odorÕ, hakʃ Ôsmell of an edible podÕ, t͡ʃÕajaːw Ôsmell of 
flavoured waterÕ, meʔe Ôsmell of raw milk, etc.Õ) and finally inedibility (e.g., sʔah Ôrancid, 
sour odorÕ, skah Ôsour odorÕ, ʃuːn Ôbitter odorÕ, maːʃ Ôsmell of something that has gone 
badÕ, tÕuɬ Ôdisgusting odorÕ), which contrasts with the edible set of terms. The proposed 
categories differ from the ones that Aschmann (1946) identified, but both require further 
grounding in data from speakers. Finally, ideophones have been characterized as being depictive 
of specific sensory imagery (Dingemanse 2012). This seems intuitive in the case of sound and 
motion ideophones, which can invite interlocutors to imagine a particular sound or motion 
illustrated by an ideophone using either imagic iconicity where a form depicts a sound or relative 
iconicity where different levels of intensity are mapped onto vowel space (Dingemanse 
2012:663). It is less clear how speakers invite interlocutors to imagine a particular smell based 
on the way an ideophone sounds. In addition, sound-symbolic phonemic alternations provide 
information about odor pleasantness, but do not indicate odor quality. Further work is necessary 
to disentangle the systematic sound-symbolic nature of olfactory ideophones from the “roots” or 
“templates” that provide further lexical content regarding odor quality.  
 
3. Olfactory lexicon in other Totonac-Tepehua languages. The quantity and quality of odor 
terms in Huehuetla Tepehua is not something unique to this language, as we indicated in the 
introduction (§1). In fact, all Totonac-Tepehua languages have numerous odor terms that make 
significant use of phonemic alternations and many of the languages are documented as being rich 
in ideophones. This has been illustrated for both branches of the language family: Totonac 
(Aschmann 1946; Bishop 1984; McQuown 1990[1940]; Levy 1987, 2004; Enríquez Andrade 
2004, 2010; Beck 2007, 2008; Santiago Francisco 2009; McFarland 2010), and Tepehua (Herzog 
1987; Watters 1988; Smythe 2003; Kung 2005, 2006a, 2006b, 2007; Davletshin n.d.). While 
Watters (1988) does not state explicitly that Tlachichilco Tepehua has ideophones, he describes 
the core adverbs as exhibiting “reduplication and ideophonic resonance” (p. 356) and states that 
the adverbial syntactic position is also the position in which “imitative sounds may occur” (p. 
360); all of these behaviors are characteristic of ideophones in the previously mentioned 
languages. More specifically, not all previous descriptions of Totonac-Tepehua languages have 
employed the term ideophone. To be exact, only Huehuetla Tepehua (Herzog 1987; Kung 2005, 
2006a, 2006b, 2007), Filomeno Mata Totonac (Santiago Francisco 2009; McFarland 2010), and 
Upper Necaxa Totonac (Beck 2007, 2008) have been described as having ideophones, and of 
these only Huehuetla Tepehua and Filomeno Mata Totonac include odor terms among the 
ideophones. Furthermore, while Beck (2007, 2008) describes Upper Necaxa Totonac as having 
ideophones, smell terms do not show the morphosyntactic behavior of items in this class.  
It is outside the scope of this present work to argue that all the Totonac-Tepehua cognates 
presented herein are in fact ideophones; instead our intention is to collate together, for the first 
time, existing olfactory terminology from the Totonac-Tepehua language family and show how a 
comparative perspective sheds further light onto the nature of sensory language more generally 
(cf. Burenhult & Majid 2011). First, we provide the necessary background about the language 
family (§3.1) followed by comparative data from Huehuetla Tepehua and seven other Totonac-
Tepehua languages (§3.2). 
 
3.1. Totonac-Tepehua language family. Opinions differ on the status of the Totonac-
Tepehua language family. Campbell, Kaufman & Smith-Stark (1986) and MacKay & Trechsel 
(2015) describe it as an isolate family in Mesoamerica, while Brown et al. (2011) include it in 
the larger Totozoquean language family. It is undisputed that Totonac-Tepehua has two main 
branches—Totonac and Tepehua—and that the Tepehua branch consists of three distinct 
varieties: Huehuetla Tepehua (tee) spoken in Hidalgo, Mexico (Kung 2007), classified as 
Southern Tepehua (Lewis et al. 2016) or tepehua del sur (INALI 2008); Pisaflores Tepehua (tpp) 
spoken in Veracruz, Mexico (MacKay & Trechsel 2015), classified as Northern Tepehua (Lewis 
et al. 2016) or tepehua del norte (INALI 2008); Tlachichilco Tepehua (tpt) spoken in Veracruz, 
Mexico (Watters 1988), classified as Western Tepehua (Lewis et al. 2016) or tepehua del oeste 
(INALI 2008). The National Institute of Indigenous Languages in Mexico (INALI 2008) reports 
a total of 7,511 speakers of Tepehua over the age of five, using 2005 national census data 
(INEGI 2005).  
 Early work on the Totonac branch suggested at least four varieties: (i) Papantla Totonac 
(top), spoken along the Gulf Coast of Veracruz, (ii) Northern or North-Central Totonac (tos),6 
between Poza Rica, Veracruz and northern Puebla, (iii) South-Central or Sierra Totonac (too), 
Sierra Norte de Puebla, and (iv) Misantla Totonac (tlc), the southernmost variety (Smith-Stark 
1983; McQuown 1990[1940]; MacKay 1999; MacKay & Trechsel 2015). Similarly, Brown et al. 
(2011) recognize four varieties: (i) Misantla, (ii) Northern, (iii) Sierra, and (iv) Lowland, and 
they point out the conflicting analyses of the specific divisions amongst the last three groups, 
which they call Central Totonac. INALI (2008), on the other hand, classifies Totonac into seven 
language groups: (i) South-Central Totonac (totonaco central del sur), (ii) Necaxa River Totonac 
(totonaco del río Necaxa; tku), (iii) Coastal Totonac (totonaco de la costa, Papantla Totonac; 
top), (iv) High Central Totonac (totonaco central alto, includes Filomeno Mata Totonac; tlp), (v) 
Totonac of the Xinolatépetl Mountain (totonaco del cerro Xinolatépetl, Huachinango, Puebla 
and surrounding area; tqt), (vi) North-Central Totonac (totonaco central del norte; too), and (vii) 
Southeastern Totonac (totonaco del sureste, Mistantla Totonac; tlc). The specific details of the 
linguistic classifications of this language family is not relevant to this study.  
 
3.2. The olfactory lexicons in Totonac-Tepehua. While many studies of Totonac-Tepehua 
languages describe phonemic alternations, and many also note an ideophone word class, many of 
them have little to say about the olfactory domain, whether as part of the class of ideophones or 
not. We suspect this is likely oversight or underreporting rather than a real gap. For now, we 
have compiled existing published examples from Tlachichilco Tepehua, Filomeno Mata Totonac, 
Papantla Totonac, Upper Necaxa Totonac, and Sierra Totonac (see citations in Table 6), 
alongside the data from the study described here in §2.2, and unpublished data on Upper Necaxa 
Totonac (David Beck, p.c.), Papantla Totonac (Paulette Levy, p.c.), Misantla Totonac and 
Filomeno Mata Totonac (Carolyn MacKay, p.c.), and Pisaflores Tepehua (Carolyn MacKay, 
p.c.). The Huehuetla Tepehua data showed considerable overlap between olfactory and gustatory 
terms, so we consider both domains for completeness. This preliminary examination produces 
some intriguing results, as we show below. 
Table 6 provides an estimate of the number of odor terms reported in various sources. 
The counts treat each phonemic alternation of a similar form separately (as in Table 4; §2.2).  
 
TABLE 6 
NUMBER OF ODOR TERMS REPORTED IN TOTONAC-TEPEHUA LANGUAGES 
INSERT TABLE 6 
Our comparison of the odor terms across these languages shows that the Totonac and 
Tepehua languages share similar sound-symbolic phonemic alternation processes. In fact, there 
appear to be cognate odor terms that display both form and meaning correspondences. This is 
particularly striking in the data in Table 7 where cognate terms for excrement and rotten meat 
smells are given.  
 TABLE 7 
TOTONAC-TEPEHUA COGNATES FOR ‘ROTTEN/FECAL SMELL’ 
INSERT TABLE 7 
More generally, we found some close cognates in the olfactory domain across Totonac and 
Tepehua languages where the forms are clearly related, and these are shown in Table 8.7 To find 
these cognates, we used as a starting point groups of Huehuetla Tepehua odor terms that are 
formally similar. We then searched for cognate forms in other Totonac and Tepehua languages 
using the sources cited in Table 6. In doing so, we found many cognates in Totonac languages 
that were not produced by Huehuetla Tepehua speakers during the Sniffin’ Sticks protocol or 
follow-up elicitation described in §2.2, and these terms are listed at the end of the table in rows 
16-18. We have organized the table such that the odors for which we found cognates across all 
languages—both Tepehua and Totonac—appear at the top of the table. Rows 1 and 2 are 
completely filled in while rows 3-10 have progressively fewer cognates. Rows 11-15 show 
Tepehua-only cognates, and rows 16-18 have Totonac-only cognates.  
 
TABLE 8 
TOTONAC-TEPEHUA OLFACTORY COGNATES 
INSERT TABLE 8 
As illustrated in Table 8, some odor terms in Huehuetla Tepehua have cognate forms in 
other Totonac-Tepehua languages where both form and meaning match. There is an impressive 
number of correspondences here across the olfactory lexicon, making a strong case against 
claims that the domain of smell is ineffable. While not all of the terms across the sample have 
been classified as ideophones in the original sources, many have explicitly been identified as 
such, which is remarkable considering the previously entertained claim that ideophones are 
highly malleable (Lanham 1960 as cited in Childs 1994). The longevity of these terms belies 
such a claim. 
Although there are impressive correspondences in olfactory terms across languages, 
unsurprisingly not all cognate terms share meaning. For example, the Filomeno Mata Totonac 
term ɬkunka is used for the following smells: raw meat, water that has been left standing for a 
while, broth after its first boil, egg, the edge of a blade that has not been washed very well, the 
edge of a machete if it has gotten wet or if it was used to cut meat, oxidized metal, or unwashed 
grain (Santiago Francisco 2009; McFarland 2010). However, the same term, ɬkunka, in Papantla 
Totonac is used to describe the smell of breast milk, the smell of opossum and dog, or the smell 
of urine or sweat (Enríquez Andrade 2010:141).  
There were numerous odor terms in Huehuetla Tepehua for which we found no cognates 
at all. These terms are shown in Table 9 and are grouped based on the general meaning of the 
odor terms.  
 
TABLE 9 
HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA ODOR TERMS WITHOUT KNOWN COGNATES 
INSERT TABLE 9 
As noted earlier, many terms can be used for both olfactory and gustatory modalities. 
This is true also of some of the forms given in Table 8. To gain better purchase on the data, we 
specifically pulled out the taste terms across the language sample. The shaded cells in Table 10 
indicate terms that can be used in both smell and taste domains;8 unshaded cells indicate terms 
used for taste (according to the relevant data source). A cursory glance at Table 10 reveals a 
striking amount of stability in cognate terms for taste.  
TABLE 10 
TOTONAC-TEPEHUA TASTE COGNATES 
INSERT TABLE 10 
 If cognate forms across language varieties are indicators of longevity of categories, then 
some intriguing patterns are suggested by the data in Tables 8 and 10. First, almost all languages 
appear to have considerable overlap in cognate forms for taste, more so than for olfaction. This 
suggests olfactory categories may be more variable than taste categories. Second, amongst the 
odor terms, there are certain categories that recur. For example, there are cognate forms across 
Totonac-Tepehua languages used to describe the smell of rotten meat or excrement (see Table 7) 
and a strong, unpleasant odor, which was exemplified by the edible pod and seeds from the guaxi 
(or guaje) tree (see hakʃ in Table 8).  
Various explanations could be entertained for the longevity of taste terms and relative 
instability of olfactory terms across related languages. One possibility is that these differences 
mirror cultural or environmental factors. If sensory vocabulary is tied to its cultural niche, then 
similarities found in culinary practices across the Totonac and Tepehua peoples could be a 
possible explanation for the observed stability in the taste domain.  
This line of reasoning suggests olfactory categories should also be similar across these 
languages: the same (or very similar) material culture properties are found in both groups, and 
there are very few differences in food, agriculture, technology, or ritual practices (Williams 
García 1963, 1972). However, that is not the case. Olfactory environments vary considerably 
(Majid et al. 2017). The odors an urban dweller is exposed to are different than those of a farmer; 
and a Totonac speaker living in the highlands will experience a different smellscape than that of 
people residing on the coast. If odor terms are fitted to their local ecology (cf. Storch 2014; 
O’Meara & Majid 2016), then these differences could also shape smell lexicons, and lead to 
greater variation in smell terminology. An alternative explanation lies not in differential 
environments or cultures, but in shared biology. Language and olfaction appear to be poorly 
linked (Olofsson & Gottfried 2015), so variation in smell terms could be the result of poor 
semantic coding resulting from this instable neural architecture—that is, we may see more 
variation in olfactory language cross-linguistically because of unstable language-olfaction 
connections. These different possibilities could be teased apart by more detailed examination of 
the physical and cultural environments in which these linguistic communities are embedded. 
 
4. Conclusions. Olfaction has been categorized as not amenable to linguistic expression, and 
as such, this domain has been given little attention in linguistic documentation and description. 
However, recent studies have begun to shed light on elaborate olfactory lexicons in lesser-
studied languages. We describe—for the first time—the rich set of odor terms of Huehuetla 
Tepehua. Using an odor elicitation task, as well as free-listing and interview methodologies, we 
found 45 distinct terms which have a semantically specific odor meaning, and which are used to 
refer to diverse types of odors. These range from pleasant and fragrant odors, to edible—and its 
converse—inedible odors, to rancid, rotten, or excremental odors, among others. The terms are 
not derived from lexical nouns referring to a particular odor source, nor to our knowledge are the 
terms specific to describing the smell of one particular object. These findings show that olfaction 
is highly lexically codable in Huehuetla Tepehua and, as such, prove problematic for claims of 
olfaction being ineffable. The wider implication here is that focused multi-method elicitation can 
directly address claims of “rara and rarisima” in language (Plank & Filimonova 2000), 
suggesting an urgent need to widen the methodological toolbox for language documentation. 
 As more studies provide data questioning the ineffability of olfaction and the culture-
specific differences between olfactory lexicons across languages (Majid 2015), we are moving 
closer to what a typology of odor language might look like. The Huehuetla Tepehua data 
presented here add to our understanding of what such a typology must consider, namely, that in 
some languages ideophones are loci for lexicalizing odor concepts. In the case of Huehuetla 
Tepehua, ideophones can stand alone as adverbs in addition to functioning as roots in derived 
verbs (see Kung 2007), indicating that in order to fully understand the linguistic resources 
speakers have at their disposal to describe smells, we must expand our lexical reach beyond 
verbs of perception. This has implications not only for language documentation and description 
efforts, but also for advancing our understanding of ideophones cross-linguistically.  
Ideophones, in comparison to other word classes, are defined as being performative in 
nature and depictive of sensory imagery, inviting listeners to imagine a particular experience or 
scene depicted in the form (Nuckolls 2010; Dingemanse 2012). This might seem natural when it 
comes to sound or motion, but it is less obvious how olfactory ideophones can invite simulation 
of olfaction—that is, it is difficult to imagine what a particular smell quality ought to be solely 
based on the form of an ideophone (what specific, vivid smell depiction is conjured to mind from 
ɬkuk, for example?). Our analysis of the semantics of Huehuetla Tepehua odor terms, many of 
which are ideophones, suggests they do not depict specific odor qualities (i.e., they do not have 
diagrammatic Gestalt iconicity). Their sound-symbolic nature can indicate general qualities like 
intensity and pleasantness (i.e., relative iconicity; cf. Dingemanse 2012:659), but even this 
requires lexeme specific knowledge since the same alternations can have different interpretations 
across roots. Our analysis suggests that different sensory modalities allow different levels of 
form-to-meaning mapping and different types of depiction (i.e., not depicting the quality of the 
percept in the case of olfaction). These findings enrich our understanding of the role depiction 
can play in ideophone semantics, in particular its limitations in conveying odor percepts. 
Finally, our comparative study across the closely related Totonac-Tepehua languages 
found that olfactory cognates have considerable longevity. In these languages there is close 
overlap in smell and taste vocabulary, but intriguingly when examined by sub-domain, olfactory 
terms appear to be more tenuous than gustatory ones. This leaves open the question of whether 
this variation in the olfactory domain is attributable to differences in the languages, the 
environment where they are spoken, or both. We speculate that the differences are more likely 
explained by the fact that humans are physically able to distinguish countless numbers of odors 
and that we are exposed to odors on a regular basis simply by the act of breathing, but the odors 
we are exposed to regularly reflect differences in local ecology. This intriguing possibility 
requires further investigation, and paves new ground for thinking about the relationship between 
language, culture, and brain.  
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TABLE 1 
CONSONANT INVENTORY OF HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA (KUNG 2007:30) 
 
 Bilabial Alveolar Lateral Palato-
Alveolar 
Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 
Stop p t    k *q  
Glottalized 
Stop 
pÕ tÕ    kÕ *qÕ ʔ 
Nasal m n       
Fricative  s ɬ ʃ     
Affricate  t͡s  t͡ʃ     
Glottalized 
Affricate 
 t͡sÕ  t͡ʃÕ     
Liquid   l      
Trill &  
Flap 
 r 
ɾ 
      
Approximant w    j   h 
 
  
TABLE 2 
VOWEL INVENTORY OF HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA (KUNG 2007:32) 
 
 Front Central Back 
High i, iː  u, uː 
Mid e, eː  o, oː 
Low  a, aː  
 
  
TABLE 3 
HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA PHONEMIC ALTERNATIONS 
 
Diminutive; 
Affectionate speech 
Augmentative 
consonant fronting consonant backing 
s 
s 
t͡s, t͡sÕ 
k, kÕ 
ʃ 
ɬ 
t͡ʃ, t͡ʃÕ 
ʔ, *q, *qÕ 
vowel raising vowel lowering 
i, u e, o 
 
  
TABLE 4 
HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA OLFACTORY TERMS9 
 
Ideophonic 
Group 
Odor term Description  
1 ʔuli Delicious smell, smell of flowers  
ʔulili Delicious smell 
kÕuli A beautiful, rich odor like perfume or flowers  
kÕulik A rich, beautiful odor like lavender 
skÕuli A beautiful odor (floral or citrus) 
2 t͡ʃakt͡ʃi UNDETERMINED MEANING; elicited as a response to Sniffin’ Stick 
pineapple odor  
3 t͡ʃÕajaːw Flavor and/or scent of flavored water 
4 t͡ʃiːʃ Smell of urine or excrement (human or animal), or of a person who 
does not bathe 
5 hakʃ Smell and flavor of guaxi 10 
6 kan Delicious odor of free range chicken that eats corn instead of 
chicken feed; (also fruity odors) 
kani A delicious odor; a beautiful odor  
 kanini Elicited as a response to Sniffin’ Stick clove odor 
7 kÕus 11 A beautiful odor 
8 ɬiːt͡si A really bad odor 
9 ɬkak Spicy odor and taste  
ɬkakak Odor or flavor so spicy/strong that it will make one sneeze  
ɬkakaka Elicited as a response to Sniffin’ Stick eucalyptus odor 
ɬqaqa ~ 
ɬʔaʔa 
Spicy odor or flavor, but not as strong as lhkak 
ɬkuk Odor of lime (calcium hydroxide) 
ɬkukuk Odor of peppermint 
10 ɬkih Delicious, savory odor like when shrimp or mushrooms are boiling, 
the smell of coffee, recently wet earth 
ɬkeh Odor even more delicious than lhkij 
ɬkÕih ~ 
ɬkÕihni 
Delicious odor of food, pleasant odor like incense, flowers 
sʔeh Delicious odor (e.g., of honey or sugar cooking), richly cooked food, 
frying meat, beans, pork skins, ripe avocado  
ʃʔeh Unpleasant smell like skunk, human farts, burning plastic, hair, 
feathers, horns, bones, chile or cloth, tobacco, garbage 
11 maːʃ Something that has gone bad, similar to pÕuks, but not as bad of an 
odor 
12 meʔe ~ 
meqe 
Smell of raw milk, raw beef, sheep’s meat, or beef when it’s cooking 
13 miːs Smell of a particular herb, women’s makeup or perfume, smell of 
badger 
14 moʔoʔ Smell of something that has gone bad, it makes you nauseous, the 
taste of something that is off, not flavorful, or lacks salt  
mukuk Pleasant odor, perfume, flowers, a clean person 
15 pÕoʔʃ Mildew odor, damp clothes that didn’t dry well, rotten fruit, wet 
towel, wet dog 
pÕuks A terrible smell like dirty diaper, rotten meat, dead animal  
pÕukʃ Smell of rotten wood 
16 sʔah Rancid, sour odor (e.g., of a person that does not bathe, rotten citrus 
fruit) 
sʔahaʔ A bitter smell, like zest from the skin of citrus fruit, the smell of 
lemons 
skah A sour odor, like sweat or fermentation  
17 sʔoʔo  Salty taste and odor 
18 saʔsi Sweet odor and taste, like fruit (was used to describe various Sniffin’ 
Sticks) 
ɬakɬ(i) Bittersweet odor and taste of a ripe fruit 
19 saw A very disagreeable odor, so stinky it is unbearable (e.g., of an 
animal or person dead for several days), extremely smelly dog 
t͡sÕaw Smell of excrement, stronger odor than saw 
20 skakak Strong odor that takes three days to disappear (e.g., smell of skunk, 
gas, a green cockroach) 
21 suːn A bitter (savory) odor  
ʃuːn A bitter odor, smell of burnt food 
22 taː UNDETERMINED MEANING; elicited as a response to Sniffin’ Stick 
vinegar, soy sauce and rose odors 
23 tÕoɬ Sharp odor, chalky or pasty odor  
tÕuɬ A disgusting odor like animal urine or excrement, cold and raw egg, 
raw meat of an animal that eats feed instead of corn 
 
  
TABLE 5 
HEDONIC VALUE SHIFTS IN HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA EXPRESSED BY PHONEMIC ALTERNATIONS 
 
Pleasant Unpleasant 
consonant fronting consonant backing 
s ʃ 
s ɬ 
k ʔ, *q 
vowel raising vowel lowering 
u o 
 
  
TABLE 6 
NUMBER OF ODOR TERMS REPORTED IN TOTONAC-TEPEHUA LANGUAGES 
 
Language Number of odor terms  Source(s) 
Huehuetla Tepehua 45 Kung 2005, 2007;  
Kung’s database; 
current study 
Tlachichilco Tepehua 24 Watters 1988 
Pisaflores Tepehua 9 MacKay, p.c. 
Filomeno Mata Totonac 21 Santiago Francisco 2009; 
McFarland 2010; 
MacKay, p.c. 
Papantla Totonac 21 Enríquez Andrade 2010 
Levy 1987, p.c. 
Sierra Totonac 23 Aschmann 1946, 1983, 2000 
Misantla Totonac 3 MacKay, p.c. 
Upper Necaxa Totonac 17 Beck 2011, p.c. 
 
  
TABLE 7 
TOTONAC-TEPEHUA COGNATES FOR ‘ROTTEN/FECAL SMELL’ 
 
Cognate 
term 
Object exemplars which 
emit this odor  
Language Source 
pÕuks dirty diaper, rotten meat, 
dead animal 
Huehuetla 
Tepehua 
current study 
pÕuks excrement and rotten meat Tlachichilco 
Tepehua 
Watters 1988 
pÕukʃa excrement, dead animal, 
cedar 
Pisaflores 
Tepehua 
Carolyn MacKay, p.c. 
pṵksa something rotten, 
decomposing, garbage, 
excrement, dead or wet 
animals 
Papantla 
Totonac 
Enríquez Andrade 2010 
puksa excrement, rotten meat, 
pestilence, dirty paws 
Filomeno Mata 
Totonac 
Santiago Francisco 2009 
pṵksa excrement Misantla 
Totonac 
Carolyn MacKay, p.c. 
pṵksa ̰ putrid, smelling of rot (meat, 
food, propane) 
Upper Necaxa 
Totonac 
David Beck, p.c. 
  
TABLE 8 
TOTONAC-TEPEHUA OLFACTORY COGNATES 
 
 Description of 
general meaning of 
odor term groups  
H Tep Tl Tep PF Tep FM Tot Si Tot Pa Tot Mi Tot UN Tot 
1 Strong (unpleasant) 
odor, including 
guaxi, animal fat or 
by-products, garlic, 
onions, body odor 
hakʃ haks, 
haqɬ 
haʔɬ haks(a), 
hakʃ(a), 
haqɬ(a), 
haqʃa 
haksa, 
hakʃa, 
haqɬa, 
haqʃa 
hakʃa, 
haksa 
haksa, 
hakʃa12 
xak̰sa,̰ 
xak̰san, 
xak̰ʃa,̰ 
xak̰ʃan 
2 Mildew/mold/ 
mushrooms, damp, 
rotten/decaying fruit 
pÕuks, 
pÕukʃ, 
pÕoʔʃ, 
pÕuks pÕuks, 
pÕukʃ 
puksa, 
pukɬa, 
poqʃa, 
pṵksa, 
pṵkɬa, 
po̰qʃa 
pṵksa, 
po̰qʃa, 
po̰qɬa 
pṵksa po̰ʔʃ, 
po̰ʔʃa,̰ 
pṵksa ̰
or meat, excrement, 
dead animal 
3 Odor of something 
that has gone bad or 
unflavorful, raw 
meat OR pleasant 
floral, herbal or 
fruity smells odor 
moʔoʔ, 
mukuk 
moq  moq(o), 
muks(u),m
uksun, 
mukɬ(u) 
mo̰ːqo̰n, 
mṵːkṵn, 
mṵːksṵn,m
o̰qʃṵn, 
mṵːkɬṵn 
muːqṵn, 
muːksṵn, 
muːkɬṵn 
 mo̰ːʔo̰, 
mo̰ʔsan, 
mṵksṵ 
4 Delicious odor (can 
be of savory food, 
but not exclusively)  
sʔeh, 
ɬkih, 
ɬkeh, 
ɬkÕih 
sʔeh, 
ɬkÕih, 
ʃkÕih 
ɬkih ɬkiha, 
skiha 
skḭha, 
sqah̰a, 
ʃqah̰a 
sqiha, 
ʃqaha 
  
5 Sweet fragrant odor, 
like fruit 
saʔs(i), 
ɬakɬ(i) 
saqsi ɬakɬiːh, 
ɬakɬi 
seqsi, sḛqsi saq̰sḭ    
6 A bitter odor suːn, ʃuːn sun  ʃuːni, ʃṵːni ʃṵːn ʃun   
7 Spicy odor (of 
varying degrees, 
including calcium 
oxide, eucalyptus 
and peppermint) 
ɬkak, 
ɬkakak, 
ɬkakaka, 
ɬqaqa ~ 
ɬʔaʔa, 
ɬkuk, 
ɬkukuk 
ɬkak  ɬkak(a) ɬkaka    
8 Salty odor  sʔoʔ(o) sʔoʔoq, 
sʔoʔo, 
skÕukÕuk, 
ʃkÕukÕuk
13 
 sqoːq, 
sqoqo 
sqo̰qo    
9 Strong odor like 
skunk, gas, green 
cockroach, potato 
peel, orange peel, 
ginger, chile 
skakak sqaqaq, 
ɬkakak 
 sqaːqaq     
10 Odor of raw milk, 
raw beef, sheep’s 
meat, or beef when 
it’s cooking 
meʔe ~ 
meqe 
    mikʃin   
11 Rancid, sour or 
bitter odor 
sʔah, 
sʔahaʔ, 
skah 
skah sʔah      
12 Unpleasant smell, 
burning plastic, hair, 
feathers, horns, 
bones, chile or 
cloth, tobacco, 
garbage, grass, 
crops; skunk 
ʃʔeh ʃʔeh ʃʔeh      
13 Smell of urine or 
excrement (human 
or animal), or of a 
person who does not 
bathe 
t͡ʃiːʃ t͡ʃiʃ t͡ʃiːʃ, t͡siːʃ, 
t͡siːs 
     
14 Sharp odor, 
potentially 
disgusting (e.g., 
animal excrement, 
urine, blood) 
tÕoɬ, tÕuɬ tÕuɬ tÕuːs      
15 Odor of herb, 
women’s makeup or 
perfume, badger, 
roach, javelina meat 
miːs mis       
16 Smell of something 
burnt, like hair, 
feathers, bone, 
fingernails, horn, 
beans, meant 
   t͡ʃiːk, t͡ʃiːk'i, 
t͡ʃeːq(e), 
t͡siːk, t͡siːk'i 
t͡ʃḭːki, 
t͡ʃḛqan, 
t͡sḭːkḭn 
t͡ʃeːqan, 
t͡ʃeːqan, 
t͡sḭːkiːn 
 ɬiːkḭ, ɬeːʔḛː 
17 Bad, sour odor of 
sweat, leather, acid 
   ʃkuta ʃkṵta, 
ʃqṵta 
ʃkuta, 
ʃquta 
 ʃkṵta,̰ 
ɬkṵtan 
18 Metalic, rancid odor 
like blood, snake, 
raw meat, edge of 
dirty blade used to 
cut meat  
   skunk(a), 
ɬkunk(a), 
ɬqonq(a) 
skunka, 
ɬkunka, 
ɬqonqa, 
sqonqa, 
ʃqonqa 
skunka, 
liːkunka 
 skunka,̰ 
ʃʔonʔa,̰ 
taːɬʔonʔa ̰
!
 
TABLE 9 
HUEHUETLA TEPEHUA ODOR TERMS WITHOUT KNOWN COGNATES 
 
Description of general meaning of odor term groups H Tep ideophones 
Delicious beautiful odor, floral (of varying degrees) ʔuli, ʔulili, kÕuli, kÕulik, 
skÕuli 
Delicious odor  kan(i) 
A beautiful odor  kÕus  
A really bad odor ɬiːt͡si 
Similar to p’uks, but not as bad, something that has gone bad maːʃ 
A disagreeable, stinky odor (e.g., dead person, excrement) saw, t͡sÕaw 
No gloss; response to pineapple stimulant t͡ʃakt͡ʃi 
No gloss; response to vinegar, soy sauce, rose stimulants taː 
Odor of flavored water t͡ʃÕajaːw 
!
 
TABLE 10 
TOTONAC-TEPEHUA TASTE COGNATES 
 
Gloss H Tep Tl Tep PF Tep FM Tot Si Tot Pa Tot Mi Tot UN Tot 
sweet saʔsi ̥ saqsi saʔsi siqs, seqsi, 
sḛqsi 
saq̰sḭ saq̰sḭ siksi, saqsi sḛʔsḭ 
salty sʔoʔo̥ sʔoʔoq, 
sʔoʔo 
sʔoʔo sqoːq, 
sqoqo 
sqo̰qo sqo̰qo ʃqoq, sqo̰q, 
ʃkṵk 
sÕoʔo14 
bitter suːn, ʃuːn sun suːn ʃuːni, ʃṵːni ʃṵːn ʃun, ʃṵːn ʃṵːn ʃṵːni 
sour skah skah skah ʃkuta ʃkṵta, 
ʃqo̰ta 
ʃkuta, 
ʃkṵta, 
ʃqota 
skṵtni ʃkṵta ̰
spicy ɬkak ɬkak ɬkaka ɬkak(a) ɬkaka ɬka̰ka  ɬkaka ̰
taste of 
guaxi, citrus 
peels/zest 
hakʃ haks haks haks(a), 
hakʃ(a), 
haqɬa, 
haqʃa 
haksa, 
hakʃa, 
haqɬa, 
haqʃa 
hakʃa, 
haksa 
  
bittersweet ɬakɬ        
flavored 
water 
t͡ʃÕajaːw        
savory, tasty       skḛha15 
skḭxa ̰
burned        ɬeːʔḛː 
pleasant 
taste 
       mṵksu 
metallic, 
chemical 
       mo̰ːʔo̰ 
!
  
1 
 
1 This project was jointly conceived by the 3 authors, as part of the NWO VICI “Human 
olfaction at the intersection of language, culture and biology” project, which also provided 
funding. Novel data was were collected by O’Meara and Kung in August of 2014 in Huehuetla, 
Hidalgo, Mexico, and they also processed the data. Kung provided further invaluable expertise 
on Huehuetla Tepehua gleaned from years of prior research. All authors contributed to the 
writing of the paper, with O’Meara taking the lead role. All uncited data contained in this paper 
are taken from the recordings and notes made by O’Meara and Kung during the fieldwork 
described herein. We are immensely grateful to the native speakers of Huehuetla Tepehua who 
took the time and energy to share their language with us, including, but not limited to Alicia 
Granillo Apolonio, Angelita García Vigueras, Catalina Vigueras Gutierrez, Dolores Alejandro 
Santiago, Fidela Sevilla García, Fidela Tolentino Huerta, Feliza Eologio Huerta, Ignacia Mina 
Vigueras, Isabel Huerta Santiago, José Tolentino Alejandro, Juana García Alejandro, Juana 
Gutierrez Patricio, Laurencio Vigueras Patricio, Lola García Santiago, Lola Santiago Cristobal, 
Lucia Quintero Primo, Magdalena García Encarnación, Miguel Vigueras Patricio, Nicolás 
Vigueras Patricio, and Teresa Crecencio Dominguez. All uncited Huehuetla Tepehua data 
contained in this paper are taken from the recordings and notes made by O’Meara and Kung 
during the fieldwork described herein; notes and recordings are archived at the Archive of the 
Indigenous Languages of Latin America (AILLA) under record number 255668 and may be 
freely accessed and used according to AILLA’s user guidelines (https://www.ailla.utexas.org/). 
We are grateful to David Beck, Carolyn MacKay, and Paulette Levy for sharing unpublished data 
with us. 
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2
 Abbreviations: 1 - first person; 3 - third person; ART - article; DAT - dative; EMP - 
emphasis; FOC - focus; ID - ideophone; IMPFV - imperfective; INO - indefinite object; OBJ - object; 
IPOS - impersonal possessor; PF - perfect aspect; PFV - perfective aspect; PL - plural; POS – 
possessive; SUB - subject; V – unspecified vowel quality in suffixes; VOC - vocative. We use the 
following abbreviations for language names: FMTot - Filomeno Mata Totonac; HT - Huehuetla 
Tepehua; MiTot - Misantla Totonac; PaTot - Papantla Totonac; PFTep - Pisaflores Tepehua; 
SiTot - Sierra Totonac; TlTep - Tlachichilco Tepehua; UNTot - Upper Necaxa Totonac. We use 
IPA in the examples, some of which have been adapted from examples provided in practical 
orthographies in other Totonac-Tepehua languages. 
3 In earlier research, Author 2 elicited ideophones with two different speakers by taking 
everyday objects and using them to make sounds (e.g., shaking a box of paperclips, popping 
rubber bands, tapping pencils on the table) and enacting different manners of motion (e.g., 
hopping on one foot, limping, walking with big steps). One speaker spontaneously started 
providing terms to describe how people, animals, fish and other things in nature move. 
Interspersed with these terms were ideophones that describe the way light or water plays on 
various surfaces. The terms collected with these two speakers were checked with a third speaker 
and were approved. During this type of elicitation, speakers did not spontaneously produce any 
ideophones for smell or taste. The few olfactory terms collected come from translation elicitation 
and one was produced in an oral history narrative. 
4 To consult audio recordings of the words listed in Table 4, please see the following 
record in AILLA https://www.ailla.utexas.org/islandora/object/ailla%3A255668, which may be 
freely accessed and used according to AILLA’s user guidelines (https://www.ailla.utexas.org/). 
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5 We thank David Beck for suggesting the possible explanation for why total repetition 
did not occur in this context.  
6 The ISO language codes for the Totonac languages do not easily match up to the 
established linguistic divisions. 
7
 Abbreviations for language names used in Table 8 are the following: H Tep: Huehuetla 
Tepehua; Tl Tep: Tlachichilco Tepehua; PF Tep: Pisaflores Tepehua; FM Tot: Filomeno Mata 
Totonac; Si Tot: Sierra Totonac; Pa Tot: Papantla Totonac; Mi Tot: Misantla Totonac; and UN 
Tot: Upper Necaxa Totonac. Parentheses around a final vowel indicate that we found this form 
both with and without the final vowel in the data we examined. 
8 There are likely more cognate correspondences and more overlap between tastes and 
smells than shown here. Unfortunately, not all sources indicate if the terms are used for both taste 
and smell, and it is quite likely that terms were not checked for both domains of use. This would 
be a matter for future detailed investigation.  
9 To consult audio recordings of the words listed in Table 4, please see the following 
record in AILLA https://www.ailla.utexas.org/islandora/object/ailla%3A255668, which may be 
freely accessed and used according to AILLA’s user guidelines (https://www.ailla.utexas.org/). 
10 Guaxi is an edible pod, likely from a tree in the Leucaena genus. 
11 An anonymous reviewer accurately pointed out that k'us 'beautiful, pretty' is the 
diminutive form of the historical Huehuetla Tepehua q’ox(i) (modern form 'ox) 'good'. However, 
in Huehuetla Tepehua k’us has lexicalized to the point that Huehuetla Tepehua speakers do not 
immediately recognize it as the diminutive of qox.  
12 In Misantla Totonac these terms have opposite meanings; haksa is a good, fragrant 
smell while hakʃa is a bad, stinky smell.   
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13 In Tlachichilco Tepehua, both sk’uk’uk and ʃk’uk’uk refer to the smell of lime (calcium 
oxide) or cement. 
14 Where UNTot has an ejective fricative (Beck 2011), other Totonac-Tepehua languages 
have a consonant cluster comprised of a fricative + a glottal or uvular stop.  
15 Note that this form is cognate to the Tepehua-only odor term shown in Table 8, row 12, 
ʃʔeh ‘Unpleasant smell, burning plastic, hair, feathers, horns, bones, chile or cloth, tobacco, 
garbage, grass, crops; skunk’. 
